YEAR 4 TERM 5 & 6 - Journeys
English:

Our over-arching questions this term
are:

Science: Electricity

Where in the world would you like to
be?

Geography:

Term 5—Noah Barley Runs Away by John Boyne
Noah Barleywater left home in the early morning, before the sun
rose, before the dogs woke, before the dew stopped falling on the
fields. Eight-year-old Noah’s problems seem easier to deal with if
he doesn't think about them. So he runs away through the forest,
and before long he comes to a toyshop, full of amazing toys. Here,
Noah meets a very unusual toymaker with a story to tell; a story
of adventure and wonder and broken promises. He takes Noah on
a journey. A journey that will change his life. And it could change
yours too. Children will learn the skills of letter writing, writing in
role, diary entries, poetry and non–chorological reports.

Imagine what a world would be like
without any toys or games. What
would it be like?

Term 6 – Hot Like Fire and Other Poems by Valarie Bloom

Things to remember this term:

Hot Like Fire is full of poems that fizz with energy and range from
pirates and strangely beautiful worlds, to next door’s ferocious cat,
tiresome relatives and the sad demise of a pet frog (he croaked of
course). Experience a wonderful slice of life with Valarie Bloom’s
vibrant and colourful imagination. Children will produce a range of
writing to respond to text through role play and dramatization. They
will discuss and evaluate how authors use language, including figurative language, and the impact on the reader.

Homework will be given out every Friday to be returned the
following Thursday. A spelling will take place every Friday.
Please continue to read with your children at least 3 times a
week and complete as many sessions as you can with both
TTRockstars and SirLinkalot:
www.ttrockstars.com

Guided reading:
During these terms we will be studying the following texts:

•

A series of unfortunate events (The Bad Beginning) by Lemony Snicket

•

The chronicles of Narnia - The Lion , The Witch & the Wardrobe.

We will plan questions targeting the following key skills:
Vocabulary, inference, prediction, explain and retrieval (VIPERS).

Computing:
During these terms, Year 4 will be learning about ‘Logo’ and
‘Animation’ using the Purple Mash programme. Logo - Children will
learn the language of Logo and be able to input simple instructions.
They will use Logo to create letters and use the Repeat function to
create shapes. Animation - Children will discuss what makes a good
animated film or cartoon and what their favourites are. They will
also learn how animations are created by hand and how to find out
how ‘2Animate’ can be created in a similar way using the computer.

We will learn about circuits, circuit diagrams, insulators, conductors and electricity and magnetism

Children will be describing and understanding aspects of human
geography including ‘settlements’. Children will be understanding
what a settlement is and identifying different types including
hamlets, villages, towns, cities, rural and urban areas.
History - Vikings:
Children will learn about where Vikings came from and be able to
examine how Vikings travelled. They will also investigate the importance of trade to the Vikings and discuss the different opinions on Viking raids.
RE:
We will be exploring Islam and Christianity through questions of
faith and different places of worship. Children will identify similarities & differences across several religions.
PE:
Children will be learning about:

app.sirlinkalot.org

•

Striking and fielding

User: Temple Grove

•

Handball

Password: Q5K9RWBBM

•

Athletics

Music:

•

Decimals

Children will be learning about ‘Gospel’ in its historical context
i.e. from Beethoven to slavery, Elvis to the Urban Gospel of Beyoncé and different choirs like the London Community Gospel
Choir. They will also look at the history of music in context and
listen to and analyse some Western Classical music

•

Measurement: Money/Time

Art and Design Technology:

•

Statistics

•

Geometry: Property of shape/Position & direction

Snicket will be using our lovely art room every week and will use
a range of resources to create work around our class illustrators.

Maths:
We will be studying the following:

